
Chet Holmgren vs USF, Feb. 24, 2022 

 

Final Stats: 32 MIN, 21 PTS, 15 REB, 1 AST, 3 STL, 6 BLK, 1 TO, 66.7 FG%, 75 FT%, 40 

3PT% 

 

Scout Report 

 

This was arguably Holmgren’s best game of the year coming on the road against an underrated 

conference opponent. His unique offense skillset was on full display in all facets of the game. He 

hit two catch and shoot threes, finished in the paint through contact and most impressively was a 

force in the open court leading the transition. On two separate occasions Chet secured the ball on 

one end and took it the length of the court for an easy two. This was highlighted by a defensive 

rebound which he turned up court, weaved through defenders and dunked before the defensive 

had any idea, he was coming at them. There are not many seven footers in basketball that can 

push the pace in transition on one play and then knock down a spot up three from the top of the 

key. Offensively Chet is the most unique player I have scouted. Defensively his presence alone 

forced USF’s smaller guards to dribble through the paint and rarely get a shot attempt off. He 

also posted six blocks and only two fouls. Chet uses his length well and rarely left his feet 

making it difficult to get shot off over his 7’6 wingspan. It should also be noted he was switched 

onto USF’s guards a few times and did an excellent job staying in front of the quicker players 

even poking the ball loose a few times. This bodes well for his ability to play on the wing at the 

next level. Lastly, the concerns about his physical profile did pop up on a few occasions. Despite 

pulling down 15 rebounds, some of which in traffic, opponents still had the ability to leverage 

him out of the post. A few times Chet found himself boxed out or USF secured offensive 

rebounds because Holmgren could not dislodge opposing bigs from the paint. Still, he only had 

one turnover and blocked 6 shots, so he is strong with the ball once he secures it/gets his hands 

on it.  

 

 

 

Final Thoughts 

 

From the tip to final buzzer Holmgren dominated the smaller USF team. He showcased every 

facet of his game that makes him so intriguing as a prospect. His offensive game is driven by a 

high level of efficiency from all areas of the court and when you see a 7 foot player driving the 

length of the court and out maneuvering guards with the ball in his hands you know this is a 

unique talent. Defensively he remains one of the best interior defenders simply by turning 

opponents away and blocking shots at the rim. Seeing him defend on the perimeter also inspires 

confidence that he can slot into a perimeter position at the next level to limit the physical 

concerns around his weight.  


